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Good morning Chairman Altman and members of the Health Policy Commission. My name is 
Linda Condon and I am a member of the Board of Directors for the Massachusetts Nurses 
Association/National Nurses United, and a registered nurse who has been practicing in 
Massachusetts for more than 30 years. I currently work in the emergency department at Steward 
Morton Hospital in Taunton.   
 
I am here to underscore the need for the mandatory overtime guidelines to include a provision 
granting nurses the explicit right to refuse to work mandatory overtime if and when he or she is 
too tired, or too ill to provide the care her patients need and deserve.   
 
I believe I am uniquely qualified to present this position, as I have on many occasions been a 
nurse who has been forced against her will to work extra hours or an entire second shift, simply 
because my employer willfully and deliberately refused to provide the nurse staffing needed to 
take care of my patients.   
 
In fact, I was the co-chair of my MNA local bargaining unit at Brockton Hospital in 2001, when 
436 nurses at the hospital went on strike for an astounding 104 days to win union contract 
language to prohibit this practice. The language we won was similar to that won by the nurses at 
St. Vincent Hospital the year before at the end of their 49 day strike. Our language and that won 
by St. Vincent was crafted with the help of the late Senator Ted Kennedy and Senator John 
Kerry. It included the explicit right of a nurse to refuse mandatory overtime if he or she was too 
ill or tired to provide safe patient care. Those policymakers understood the importance of this 
right to ensure the safety of patients in our hospitals and that absent that right, there was no 
guarantee that our patients could be protected, or that the hospital would do what they are 
obligated to do, which is provide the staff patients need to be and stay well.   
 
It was a landmark achievement, and the nurses at both hospitals will tell you that in the 10 years 
since that right was won by the nurses, there hasn’t been a problem with mandatory overtime at 
either facility.  We haven’t needed exceptions for patient care emergencies, or language 
declaring a catastrophic event. The hospitals have coped and our patients have been protected. 
   
As a nurse who works 12 hours shifts in a busy, often deliberately understaffed emergency 
department, it is absolutely critical that I have the right to refuse a mandatory overtime shift.  I 
can tell you that after 12 hours of running non-stop, caring for patients who are in a state of 
crisis, you do not want me to care for you when I am on that 13th hour. I have been in that 
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situation, when my eyes blur, and my mind hesitates, when I have had to stop and check and 
recheck a potentially lethal dose of medicine I was supposed to give, in total fear, that I might get 
it wrong.  In those instances, the nurse practice act dictates that it is my legal responsibility to 
determine if I am able to safely care for that patient, and that if I accept that assignment, no 
matter what the circumstances, I am personally accountable for the outcome of that care.  My 
employer can fail to do their job and force me to work that shift, claiming there were (make air 
quotes) multiple accidents, while not providing the fifth nurse we needed on that shift, but at the 
end of the day, it is my license that will be on the line, and I will have to live with the 
consequences of their managerial negligence. 
 
Nurses across this commonwealth celebrated when this law passed because we believed we were 
finally given a tool to protect our patients from the dangerous practices of irresponsible 
employers, and that we would be able to practice our profession under safer conditions.  I 
sincerely hope that you heed our plea for these improvements to the guidelines, including the 
right to refuse a dangerous mandatory overtime shift, so that our patients finally are assured the 
quality care they so rightfully deserve.   
Thank you.   


